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Abstract

When rivers collide, complex three-dimensional large-scale coherent turbulent structures are generated along the confluence’s

mixing interface. These structures play important roles in mixing streamborne pollutants and suspended sediment, and have

considerable bearing on the morphology and habitat quality of the postconfluent reach. A particular structure of great interest,

streamwise orientated vortices (SOVs), were first detected in numerical simulations to form in pairs, one flanking each side of

the mixing interface rotating in the opposite sense of the other. Since, it has proved difficult to detect SOVs with conventional

pointwise velocimetry instrumentation. Despite the lack of empirical or observational evidence to confirm their existence and

understand their dynamic behaviour, SOVs are nevertheless considered important drivers of mixing and sediment transport

processes at confluences. Their causal mechanisms are also not fully understood, hindering progress towards a robust conceptual

model of confluence turbulent mixing. To address these gaps, we present and analyse direct observations of highly dynamic

and coherent SOVs captured in aerial drone video at a mesoscale confluence presenting a stark turbidity contrast between its

tributaries. Eddy-resolved modelling demonstrates the dynamics of the SOVs can only be reproduced when a small density

difference (Δρ) is imposed between the tributaries ( Δρ = 0.5 kg/m3). Our results conclusively demonstrate that SOVs do

exist and that a small difference in density between the tributaries inverts the sense of rotation of the SOVs and their vertical

position within the water column, causing important effects on the confluence’s turbulent mixing regime.
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Key Points:8

• Aerial views of turbidity gradients reveal streamwise orientated vortices (SOVs)9
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• modeling demonstrates the SOVs form due to a small density gradient between11
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• The observed SOVs are spatially distinct from large-scale helical motion at the13

confluence14
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Abstract15

When rivers collide, complex three-dimensional coherent flow structures are generated along16

the confluence’s mixing interface. These structures play important roles in mixing stream-17

borne pollutants and suspended sediment and have considerable bearing on the morphology18

and habitat quality of the postconfluent reach. A particular structure of interest - stream-19

wise orientated vortices (SOVs) - were first detected in numerical simulations to form in20

pairs, one on each side of the mixing interface rotating in the opposite sense of the other.21

Since, it has proven difficult to detect SOVs in situ with conventional pointwise velocime-22

try instrumentation. Despite the lack of clear evidence to confirm their existence, SOVs23

are nevertheless considered important drivers of mixing and sediment transport processes24

at confluences. Additionally, their causal mechanisms are also not fully known which hin-25

ders a complete conceptual understanding of these processes. To address these gaps, we26

analyze observations of strongly coherent SOVs filmed in aerial drone video of a mesoscale27

confluence with a stark turbidity contrast between its tributaries. Eddy-resolved model-28

ing demonstrates the SOVs’ dynamics could only be accurately reproduced when a density29

difference (∆ρ) was imposed between the tributaries (∆ρ = 0.5 kg/m3) – providing com-30

pelling evidence the observed SOVs are indeed a density-driven class of SOV. This work31

confirms that SOVs exist, expands understanding of their generative processes and high-32

lights the important role of small density gradients (e.g., ≤ 0.5 kg/m3) on river confluence33

hydrodynamics.34

Plain Language Summary35

Where rivers collide turbulent mixing of suspended sediments and pollutants affects36

the morphology and habitat quality of the reach downstream of the confluence. Stream-37

wise orientated vortices (SOVs), resembling atmospheric tornadoes rotating parallel to the38

confluence’s bed, were first predicted in computational fluid simulations in the early 2010s.39

Since, SOVs have garnered much interest, yet have evaded detection with conventional field40

instrumentation. Consequently, clear evidence of SOVs at river confluences has not been41

reported – leading to much debate on their existence and the fluid motions responsible for42

their formation. To advance these research aims, we present and analyze aerial observations43

of SOVs revealed at the confluence of two rivers with a strong contrast in turbidity. The sim-44

ulations demonstrate the SOVs could only be accurately reproduced when a small difference45

in water density (∆ρ) was imposed between the rivers (∆ρ = 0.5 kg/m3). Such differences46
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commonly arise due to small gradients in the temperature and suspended sediment loads of47

the joining rivers. Our work confirms SOVs do exist and presents compelling evidence the48

observed SOVs are a novel density-driven class of SOV.49

1 Introduction50

The hydrodynamics of river confluences is a fascinatingly complex subject having at-51

tracted the attention of inquisitive minds for centuries (da Vinci L., 2009). The coherent flow52

structures generated within the confluence are key drivers of mixing and sediment transport53

processes. The roles of shear-induced vertically orientated Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabil-54

ities (Rogers & Moser, 1992; De Serres et al., 1999; Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001; Constan-55

tinescu et al., 2016; Lewis & Rhoads, 2018; Biron et al., 2019) and helical cells caused by56

planform curvature on mixing at confluences have been studied extensively (Mosley, 1976;57

Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1995, 1999; Sukhodolov & Rhoads, 2001; Riley et al., 2015; Lewis58

& Rhoads, 2015; Rhoads & Johnson, 2018). While vertically orientated KH instabilities59

can be directly observed as swirls of debris or turbidity gradients on a confluence’s surface60

(De Serres et al., 1999; Lewis & Rhoads, 2015; Biron et al., 2019; Duguay et al., 2022),61

helical cells are apparent only on cross-sections of the mean flow measured using acoustic62

velocimetry (Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001; Riley et al., 2015; Rhoads & Johnson, 2018; Yuan63

et al., 2021). Recently, episodic pulses in the confluence’s mixing interface have been identi-64

fied with large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV) (Sabrina et al., 2021), a discovery65

highlighting the advantage of spatially resolved instantaneous measurement techniques to66

the study of confluence hydrodynamics. Though the causal mechanism of the pulses is not67

fully understood, they are likely due to unsteadiness in the water-surface pressure-gradient68

field as the flows compete for space within the confluence (Sabrina et al., 2021). Unlike69

KH instabilities, helical cells and episodic pulses, a fourth form of coherent flow structure70

- streamwise orientated vortices (SOVs) – have been suggested to exist yet have eluded71

detection in situ.72

Streamwise orientated vortices were first predicted in eddy-resolved numerical modeling73

of a small-scale, asymmetrical concordant bed confluence (Constantinescu et al., 2011, 2012,74

2016). The SOVs developed as back-to-back counter-rotating vortices, one flanking each side75

of the mixing interface, each rotating in the opposite sense of the other. Recent eddy-resolved76

modeling has also predicted single-sided SOVs (Duguay et al., 2022) or has failed to detect77

SOVs entirely (Guillén Ludeña et al., 2017; Cheng & Constantinescu, 2020), suggesting they78
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need not form in the dual back-to-back model discussed by Constantinescu et al. (2011),79

nor are they universal to all confluences. SOVs are thought to arise from a downwelling80

of superelevated flow mechanism: as the opposing flows collide near the apex, a portion81

of their kinetic energy is converted to potential energy (i.e., superelevated surface), which82

subsequently reverts to kinetic energy as the superelevated mass is accelerated towards the83

bed (Constantinescu et al., 2011; Sukhodolov & Sukhodolova, 2019; Horna-Munoz et al.,84

2020). Though the numerical simulations of Constantinescu et al. (Constantinescu et al.,85

2011, 2012; Constantinescu, 2014; Constantinescu et al., 2016) indicate SOVs can develop86

at confluences, these studies could not clearly dissociate the SOVs from the large-scale87

curvature driven helical motion which often develops at confluences.88

Recent field experiments at an in-stream field-scale confluences provide evidence of89

back-to-back counter-rotating SOVs on cross-sections of mean acoustic Doppler velocimetry90

(ADV) data (Sukhodolov & Sukhodolova, 2019). Though these measurements hint that91

SOVs are indeed spatially distinct from the larger-scale helical cells present, ultimately the92

authors concluded that “... separation of the SOV cells from the helical flow was not possible93

because of the coarseness of the measuring [ADV] grid” (Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova94

(2019), p. 608). Furthermore, the methods applied in Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova (2019)95

were unable to provide spatiotemporal details of the SOVs’ dynamics, in particular, the96

possible bi-modal oscillations discussed in numerical studies (Constantinescu et al., 2011,97

2012, 2016; Horna-Munoz et al., 2020). The work of Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova (2019)98

associates the causal mechanism of SOVs with local superelevation effects, yet how these99

effects differ from the curvature induced centrifugal superelevation driving large-scale helical100

motions is not entirely clear.101

To complicate matters further, other sources of coherent streamwise orientated vorticity102

have also been identified at confluences. Studies have cited flow separation over the scour103

hole’s avalanche faces as an important generator of streamwise vorticity (Best, 1988; Best104

& Roy, 1991; Biron & Lane, 2008; Duguay et al., 2022) and most recently, buoyancy effects105

caused by density gradients (∆ρ) between the incoming flows have been noted to vertically106

stratify the mixing interface through a “lock-exchange-like” mechanism, which invariably107

alters SOV production (Cheng & Constantinescu, 2020; Horna-Munoz et al., 2020; van108

Rooijen et al., 2020), though to what extent still remains uncertain. Thus, it is largely109

unclear how superelevation, flow separation and density effects interact to alter coherent110

streamwise vorticity in a confluence’s mixing interface.111
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There is therefore little consensus on the existence of SOVs, their causal mechanisms112

and the extent to which they contribute to confluence mixing. Ideally, these topics could be113

addressed through spatiotemporally resolved empirical measurements, however, such mea-114

surements are difficult or impossible to obtain in situ due to the current limitations of115

acoustic velocimetry instrumentation. Direct observation of SOVs is an attractive alter-116

native, though such observations also come with challenges. Inherently a feature of the117

subsurface flow, SOVs are difficult to visualise: the joining rivers often lack a turbidity con-118

trast, rendering the SOVs “invisible” in aerial views, or when a sufficient turbidity gradient119

is present, waves and glare can occlude views of the subsurface turbulent billows (i.e., see120

supplementary videos Duguay et al. (2022)). Therefore, unlike KH instabilities, helical cells121

and episodic pulses, technological limitations and practical constraints have largely limited122

our understanding of SOVs to that which can be learned from eddy-resolved numerical123

modeling.124

The variety of mixing patterns observed in the postconfluent reaches of natural conflu-125

ences (Lane et al., 2008; Biron et al., 2019; Sukhodolov & Sukhodolova, 2019; Horna-Munoz126

et al., 2020; Duguay et al., 2022) is largely attributed to the complex and little understood127

interactions of the four mentioned forms of coherent flow structures (KH instabilities, helical128

cells, episodic pulses and SOVs). Therefore, a deeper understanding of SOVs, with a spe-129

cific focus on their causal mechanisms and interactions with other coherent flow structures130

is necessary if a robust conceptual model of confluence hydrodynamics is to be obtained. To131

advance this aim, herein we analyse full-scale aerial observations of SOVs and their dynamic132

coupling to episodic pulses at a mesoscale confluence characterised by an abrupt contrast133

in turbidity between the incoming flows. Eddy-resolved modeling compliments the obser-134

vations, providing convincing evidence that buoyancy effects resulting from weak density135

gradients (≤ 0.5 kg/m3) between the incoming rivers are responsible for developing this136

density-driven class of SOV.137

2 Methods138

2.1 Field site and measurements139

The field site is located at the confluence of the Coaticook (tributary) and Massawippi140

(main) rivers near Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada (Fig. 1). At discharges of Q > 15 m3/s,141

the Coaticook, located in an agricultural watershed (514 km2), usually contains a high142
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concentration of suspended sediment (e.g., > 200 mg/l). In contrast, the Massawippi,143

which flows from Lake Massawippi (watershed area of 610 km2) through a mostly wooded144

portion of its watershed for approximately 9.6 km, is generally much less turbid and often145

clear. The resulting turbidity contrast between the two rivers makes the site ideal to observe146

coherent flow structures in aerial video. Though evidence of SOVs is often visible in aerial147

drone videos of the confluence’s mixing interface (and SOVs are often likely present even if148

not visible), the conditions necessary for such clear visual observations as those presented149

in our study rarely occur (likely every 2 to 4 years based on the principal author’s personal150

observations at the confluence) and when they do, these clear observations are generally151

fleeting (lasting only a few hours before the flow rates significantly change). These factors,152

combined with the practical constraints of working in depths of up to 2 m in swift currents,153

make their detailed study with conventional acoustic velocimetry methods extremely difficult154

in situ. However, because of the clarity of the SOVs discussed herein, much can be learned155

of this elusive form of coherent flow structure through analysis of aerial video.156

Discharges are measured continuously every 15 minutes in both tributaries at gauging157

stations located 2.5 km and 8 km upstream in the Coaticook and Massawippi respectively.158

There are no major tributaries between the gauging stations and the confluence, and the159

watershed areas downstream of the gauging stations represent 1.1% and 3.0% of the total160

watershed areas for the Coaticook and Massawippi respectively. Therefore, the gauged161

discharges are considered representative of the relative magnitudes of the incoming flows.162

The junction angle is 120 ◦, with a sharp meander in the Coaticook River upstream from163

the confluence (Fig. 1). The bathymetry of the confluence was measured in the summer164

of 2020 using a mobile differential geographical positioning system (Fig. 1c). Grain size165

distributions on the Massawippi side of the confluence were measured in the fall of 2020166

using the Wolman method (Wolman, 1954). Median diameter (D50) is 75 mm on the167

Massawippi side. Grain sizes on the bed of the Coaticook are fine to coarse sand (0.125168

mm to 1 mm). Dunes have been observed near the inner bank in the upstream reach of the169

Coaticook.170

A deep scour hole extends ≈ 33 m upstream and ≈ 31 m downstream of the apex on the171

Coaticook side (Fig. 1c). The scour upstream of the apex, and to a large extent, downstream172

of the apex is caused by meander bend secondary flow (Blanckaert & de Vriend, 2004). The173

bathymetry fits the conceptual description of a confluent meander bend (Riley et al., 2015),174

however at this confluence, the main river (the Massawippi by watershed area) unusually175
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Figure 1. Massawippi-Coaticook meander-bend confluence. a, High-elevation planform

geometry of the confluence located in the province of Quebec, Canada (45°18’50”N 71°53’55”W).

At high discharge, the Coaticook, which flows through an agricultural watershed is generally turbid.

The Massawippi, flowing through a forested watershed is often clear. b, Planform characteristics

and hydrodynamic zones on a high elevation view of the confluence taken at 15:41:00 UTC on

July 9th, 2020. c, Bathymetry of the confluence colored by depth below the free surface (146.07 m

above sea level) during the numerical model validation field campaign of October 22nd, 2020. Water

surface elevation was 0.07 m higher on July 9th (146.14 m above sea level) than on October 22nd,

2020. Contoured region delimits extents of the numerical modeling domain. Black contoured circles

indicate locations of the four ground reference points for large-scale particle image velocimetry

measurements of October 22nd, 2020. Locations of propeller current meter profiles are indicated

with blue dots (a-g).
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60

Massawippi
Coaticook

postconfluent Massawippi

0 25 50 m

Figure 2. High elevation view of confluence planform. Aerial view of the Coaticook-

Massawippi confluence on November 15th, 2020 under clear-water conditions taken approximately

200 m above the confluence. Image included to emphasis the meander-like bend the Coaticook

makes as it joins the post-confluent channel. Dune formations visible upstream of the apex in the

Coaticook.

joins the curving tributary (Coaticook). The scour zone on the Coaticook side shifts toward176

the inner bank of the bend as the Massawippi deposits its bedload, forming a bar in what177

would normally be a meander bend “outer bank” scour zone. Figure 2 illustrates this in a178

high-elevation aerial view of the confluence under clear water conditions.179

Drone imagery was collected on July 9th, 2020 when a sharp contrast in turbidity180

between the (turbid) Coaticook and (clear) Massawippi allowed for clear identification of181

coherent flow structures in the mixing zone (see Video 1). Important hydraulic parameters182

of the confluence during the aerial observations are presented in Table 1 (see notes for183

additional details). On July 9th, 2020, only the drone video and the water surface level184

were recorded. Mean cross-sectional velocities were calculated based on discharges obtained185

from the gauging stations and the cross-sectional areas obtained from the bathymetry and186

measured water surface level. A description of the confluence’s predominant flow patterns187

inferred from aerial drone video on July 9th, 2020 is available in Supplementary Materials.188

2.2 Numerical model189

A hydrodynamic numerical model of the Coaticook-Massawippi confluence was con-190

structed to investigate the causal mechanism of the SOVs observed on July 9th, 2020. In191
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Table 1. Hydraulic conditions during SOV observations on July 9th and numerical model vali-

dation data collection on October 22nd, 2020

Date boundary Q B A hmax ρ* H Uav Fr Re

July 9th, 2020 - Mr = 16.9

Massawippi 4.4 29.1 34.4 1.60 996.92 1.19 0.13 0.04 153400

Coaticook 20.5 29.2 44 1.91 997.42 1.50 0.47 0.12 700300

outlet 24.9 33.8 39.3 1.42 1.02 0.63 0.19 730800

Oct. 22nd, 2020 - Mr = 0.91

Massawippi 13.02 29.1 32.5 1.54 - 1.12 0.40 0.12 448000

Coaticook 13.92 29.2 41.5 1.99 - 1.43 0.34 0.09 486200

outlet 26.94 33.8 37.1 1.38 0.95 0.73 0.24 693500

Notes: Values derived from discharges measured at the gauging stations, water surface

levels measured during the observations and bathymetric data gathered in the summer

of 2020. Values pertain to the inlet and outlet cross-sections of the numerical model’s

simulated domain. Q discharge (m3/s), B width (m), A wetted area (m2), hmax max-

imum depth (m), ρ* estimated density (see subsection River densities and simulated

cases), H average cross-sectional depth (m), Uav average cross-sectional velocity (m/s),

Fr is the Froude number (Fr = Uav/
√
gH), Re is the Reynolds number (Re =HUav/ν).

Momentum ratio, Mr = ρCQCU
C
av/ρMQMUM

av (subscript C for Coatiook, M for Mas-

sawippi).

the model, the incompressible continuity (Eq. 1) and Navier-Stokes (Eq. 2) equations192

(in Cartesian coordinates) are solved using a large-eddy simulation (LES) approach with193

OpenFOAM’s (v2012) twoLiquidMixingFoam solver. OpenFOAM is an open-sourced com-194

putational fluid dynamics code based on the finite volume method (Weller et al., 1998). The195

twoLiquidMixingFoam solver has been extensively validated for simulating buoyancy driven196

mixing of two fluids of different density (Gruber et al., 2011; Lai et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,197

2016; Grbčič et al., 2019). In Eqs. 1 and 2 the spatial vector is defined as xi ≡ x1, x2, x3198

indicating, respectively the longitudinal (x), lateral (y) and vertical (z) axes. The veloc-199

ity vector is defined as ui ≡ u1, u2, u3 indicating components along the longitudinal (u),200
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lateral (v) and vertical (w) axes. Time, pressure, kinematic viscosity and the constant of201

gravitational acceleration are indicated respectively by t, p, ν and g.202

∂ui

∂xi
= 0 (1)

∂ui

∂t
+

∂uiuj

∂xj
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj
(ν

∂ui

∂xj
)−

∂τSGS
ij

∂xj
+ ρg (2)

In a LES, the spatial filtering process results in subgrid stress terms (τSGS
ij , (Saguat,203

2001)) in the momentum equations (Eq. 2) for which the Smagorinsky subgrid scale model204

(Eq. 3) has been used as closure (Smagorinsky, 1963).205

τSGS
ij = uiuj − ūiūj =

2

3
τkkδij − 2νSGSdev(Sij) (3)

The subgrid stress terms are calculated with Eq. 3, which invokes the resolved rate of206

strain tensor (Sij , Eq. 4) and the subgrid scale turbulent viscosity (νSGS , Eq. 5). In Eq.207

5 a filter length ∆ based on cell volume (Vc) is used (∆ = c(Vc)
1/3), where c is a constant208

equal to 1 and Vc is the cell volume) and the Smagorinsky constant (Ck) is 0.094. In near209

wall regions the standard Van Driest damping function is applied to let vSGS → 0.210

Sij =
1

2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
(4)

νSGS = Ck∆k0.5SGS (5)

The twoLiquidMixingFoam solver uses a fluid fraction method (α) to determine ρ re-211

sulting from the mixing of two miscible fluids of different density. Flow of the Coaticook212

(subscript 1) is considered α = 1 and that of the Massawippi α = 0 (subscript 2). Practically,213

fractional values of α can be interpreted to indicate the fractional volume of fluid in each214

cell originating from the Coaticook. The spatiotemporal evolution of α is calculated using215

an advection-diffusion equation (Eq. 6, u velocity field, t time, Dab molecular diffusivity216

between miscible fluids a and b (Dab = 10−6 m2/s), Sc is the turbulent Schmidt number (Sc217

= 1)). The dynamic viscosity (µ) and density at each computational cell are determined as218

fluid fraction weighted averages using Eqs. 6, 7 and 8. Additional details of the numerical219
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methods (i.e. finite-volume approach, the Smagorinsky SSG model, discretization schemes220

and solution methods) are extensively documented elsewhere (Pope, 2011; Moukalled et al.,221

2016). Specifics related to the numerical schemes applied in OpenFOAM are available in222

Supplementary Materials.223

∂α

∂t
+∇ · (uα) = ∇ ·

((
Dab +

νt
Sc

)
∇α

)
(6)

ρ = ρ1α+ ρ2(1− α) (7)

µ = µ1α+ µ2(1− α) (8)

The high Reynolds numbers of the confluence and its large physical scale make wall-224

resolved large-eddy simulations computationally impractical. However, LES with wall func-225

tions curtails this requirement by allowing less mesh resolution near the wall (Keylock et226

al., 2012; Rodi et al., 2014). The wall modeled approach (WMLES) has been applied to227

successfully investigate large-scale turbulent phenomena within the outer region of the water228

column in fluvial applications (Van Balen et al., 2009; Schindfessel et al., 2015; Khosronejad,229

Flora, & Kang, 2020). A velocity-based wall function is applied to calculate the near-wall230

turbulent viscosity and bed shear stress induced by the rough solid boundary.231

A fixed time-step of 0.005 s maintained the average Courant-Friedrich number at 0.2 and232

the maximum below 0.8. Simulations were performed on Compute Canada’s high-powered233

computing clusters. The domain was decomposed and solved on 160 processors (Intel Gold234

6148 Skylake with clock frequencies of 2.4 GHz) and took ≈ 24 hours to simulate 100 s of235

flow.236

2.2.1 Computational domain237

The computational domain of the confluence was constructed in the following steps.238

First, sparse (1-3 m separation) points taken with a differential ground positioning system239

were measured at the confluence in the summer of 2020. These points were interpolated to240

a regularly spaced grid (0.25 m) using a thin plate spline algorithm (QGIS 3.14.1-Pi). A241

screened Poisson surface reconstruction (Meshlab software) was performed on the interpo-242
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lated points to generate a 3D stereolithography geometry. The geometry was imported into243

the mesh generation software Pointwise (V18.3R2) to produce the predominantly tetrahe-244

dral unstructured mesh for the computational domain. Upstream of the confluence’s apex,245

≈ 30 and 50 m long reaches of the Massawippi and Coaticook were included to permit246

planform induced secondary flow to develop. The near-wall cell height was fixed at 0.015247

m and expanded over ≈ 10 vertical layers with an expansion factor of 1.2 to an average248

edge length of 0.08 m in the mixing interface and 0.12 m elsewhere. An additional 10-20249

cells extend from the edge of the near-wall layers to the free surface for a total of 20 to250

30 vertical grid points in the mixing interface. Mesh density was increased in the mixing251

interface to permit a higher spatial resolution of the coherent turbulent structures of inter-252

est while maintaining a reasonable number of computational cells (≈ 37 million). Because253

the turbulent length scales of interest occur between 0.5 m to 6 m in the mixing interface,254

the 0.08 m edge length resolution of the mesh within the mixing interface permits the most255

energetic turbulent structures to be resolved by > 7 cells in each direction, respecting guide-256

lines proposed by (Keylock et al., 2012). Also, an index of mesh resolution quality study257

following the procedure outlined by Celik et al. (2005) was performed and used to confirm258

adequate spatial resolution of the domain’s spatial resolution within the mixing interface.259

Our mesh resolution is comparable to that adopted in other contemporary eddy-resolved260

numerical models of confluence hydrodynamics (Constantinescu et al., 2012, 2016; Cheng261

& Constantinescu, 2020; Horna-Munoz et al., 2020).262

2.2.2 Boundaries263

Fully developed flow profiles containing spatiotemporally coherent vortices were ap-264

plied at the inlets of the main domain using a two-step precursor simulation process. First,265

cross-sectional profiles calculated using two-equation k-ω RANS precursor simulations were266

obtained on short meshes extruded along the outward normal of each inlet boundary. Cyclic267

boundaries were applied at the inlet and outlet of these precursor simulations and discharge268

was induced with a momentum source term. A no-slip condition was applied to the bed and269

a free-slip (symmetry) boundary was applied at the free surface. Converged profiles at the270

outlet of the precursor simulations were supplied to the divergence-free synthetic eddy gen-271

eration boundary condition (DFSEM) (Poletto et al., 2013) to introduce spatiotemporally272

coherent turbulent structures into the main computational domain during runtime. The273
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interested reader can find OpenFOAM specifics related to the boundaries of the simulation274

in Supplementary Information.275

In the main simulation, a zero-flux Neumann boundary condition was applied for all276

vector and scalar fields at the outlet. A no-slip boundary condition was used for the velocity277

at the confluence’s bed (wall). A velocity-based wall function was implemented to provide278

estimates of the near-wall turbulent viscosity. A free-slip (symmetry) boundary was applied279

to the free surface to ensure zero flux across the boundary and free-slip lateral and streamwise280

components over the horizontal free surface. Other studies have successfully applied this281

approach to model short reaches presenting minimal free-surface deformation (Van Balen282

et al., 2009; Constantinescu et al., 2011; Kara et al., 2015; Schindfessel et al., 2015; Le283

et al., 2019). The low Froude numbers characteristic of the confluence (< 0.3, Table 1)284

suggest free-surface deformations are expected to be minimal (Khosronejad et al., 2019;285

Khosronejad, Arabi, et al., 2020), which was visually confirmed on July 9th, 2020 and on286

October 22nd, 2020 (date of field data validation collection).287

2.2.3 River densities and simulated cases288

The SOV observations of July 9th, 2020 were unexpected and unplanned as this field289

visit was intended to perform routine water surface elevation measurements and aerial drone290

video of the mixing interface. Such outings were carried out because of previous (yet much291

less convincing) sightings of secondary flow structures at the confluence when the discharge292

of the Coaticook was over 10 m3/s. On July 9th 2020, the importance of density gradients293

in the formation of the SOVs had not yet occurred to the authors and consequently neither294

had the importance of temperature and suspended sediment gradients, which is why we295

were not equipped to obtain such data on this date. It was not until preliminary numerical296

results were obtained in early 2021 that the importance of ∆ρ in the formation of the SOVs297

was realized. Afterward, communications with the operator of the gauging stations allowed298

the temperature of the Massawippi at the time of observation (25.5 ◦C) to be obtained, but299

water temperatures at the Coaticook’s gauging station were not available. However, shortly300

after the drone flight of July 9th, the principal author waded into the mixing interface301

and could distinctly feel the passage of the cool billows of the turbid Coaticook within302

the SOV, a difference conservatively estimated to be approximately 1.5 ◦C. A subsequent303

visit to the mixing interface at lower flow rates, yet with a thermometer (OMEGA HH-304
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25KC thermometer) confirmed such small differences in temperature can indeed be readily305

detected with the hand.306

If the temperature of the Coaticook is considered to be 24 ◦C, the cooler Coaticook307

is estimated to be 0.38 kg/m3 denser than the warmer Massawippi (ρC = 997.29 kg/m3
308

Coaticook at 24 ◦C, ρM = 996.92 kg/m3 Massawippi at 25.5 ◦C). The densities of the309

tributaries were calculated as,310

ρ = 999.83952 + 16.945176t− 7.9870401 · 10−3t2

−46.170461 · 10−6t3 + 105.56302 · 10−9t4

−280.54253 · 10−12t5)/(1 + 16.897850 · 10−3t) (9)

where ρ indicates density in kg/m3 and t the temperature of the water in ◦C (Jones311

& Harris, 1992). Suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in the Coaticook, estimated at312

0.20 kg/m3 based on SSC measurements taken during subsequent outings during the 2021313

season, would increase ρC by 0.12 kg/m3, whilst the clarity of the Massawippi suggests SSC314

should have a negligible impact on its density. Therefore, a difference in density (∆ρ) of315

0.50 kg/m3 between the Coaticook and Massawippi is deemed a reasonable estimate for the316

July 9th conditions.317

We present results from two simulations: one in which the densities of the Coaticook318

and Massawippi are equal denoted as ∆ρ0.0 and one where the Coaticook is 0.5 kg/m3 denser319

than the Massawippi, denoted as ∆ρ0.5. Exploratory simulations varying ∆ρ between 0.0320

and 3.0 kg/m3 were also performed, however, only ∆ρ0.5 was retained for further analysis in321

this study because of its accurate predictions of the coherent flow structures in the mixing322

interface and because it is a physically plausible value of ∆ρ based on SSC and temperature323

measurements taken at the confluence at several occasions in the following field season of324

2021. Simulations with higher magnitudes of ∆ρ still produced SOVs, however, the front of325

dense Coaticook extended farther towards the left bank of the confluence and the SOVs had326

larger widths. Therefore larger-scale density effects were observed in these models with an327

increasing magnitude of ∆ρ. A ∆ρ magnitude of 0.5 kg/m3 in contrast, was able to produce328

near-circular SOVs similar to those observed in the aerial drone video. The interesting329

effects of larger magnitudes of ∆ρ on secondary flow structure at the confluence are the330

focus of ongoing research.331
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2.2.4 Numerical stationarity analysis and data acquisition332

The flow field from the final time-step of a long duration (2000 s) coarse grid simulation333

(≈ 9 million cells) of each case (∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5) was mapped to the fine (37 million cells)334

mesh for use as initial conditions. The fine mesh cases were then run for 1000 s before335

recording data for analysis. This 1000 s spin-up period ensured flow field artifacts from the336

initial conditions had sufficient time to exit the domain (required < 200 s) and that the337

instantaneous flow field was in a stationary regime before data recording. Considering the338

average cross-sectional velocity of 0.63 m/s at the outlet and a domain length of ≈ 65 m, the339

spin-up period equates to ≈ 10 flow-through periods. Statistical stationarity was assessed by340

performing an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit test on velocity time-series at various341

locations throughout the domain for the final 800 s of the spin-up period. ADF statistics342

indicated the absence of long-duration trends (ADF statistics p < 0.001). Furthermore,343

first and second-order turbulent statistics of 10 randomly selected 300 s segments extracted344

from the retained 800 s period also closely approximated the global values acquired over the345

800 s period. After the 1000 s spin-up period, the simulations were run for an additional346

600 s, over which temporally averaged quantities were measured for analysis. Instantaneous347

results were recorded every 2 s during the final 400 s.348

2.3 Large-scale particle image velocimetry349

Drone videos of the confluence on October 22nd, 2020 were taken ≈ 30 m above the350

water surface to perform large-scale particle image velocimetry (LSPIV) for numerical model351

validation purposes (see section 3). A Mavic Mini (model MT1SS5) captured video at 30 fps352

video at 2720 x 1530 resolution. The drone’s camera is fitted on a 3-axis gimbal (tilt, roll,353

pitch), which greatly reduced instabilities in the video. Video frames were stabilized and354

orthorectified using four ground reference points (GRPs) (see Fig. 1c) following the process355

described below. The buoyant GRPs, with a black outside annulus 0.45 m in diameter and356

a central fluorescent orange interior 0.3 m in diameter, were centered over steel bars driven357

into the riverbed, allowing the GRPs to freely displace vertically on the surface yet restrict358

lateral movements to ± 0.02 cm. The black annulus improved the automatic detection of359

the white central disk in the video frames.360

The orthorectification procedure adjusts individual frames so the central pixels of each361

GRP coincides with its stabilized coordinate, determined as the location of the GRP in362
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the first frame of the video, corrected to adhere to a constant scaling factor (meters per363

pixel). Pixels are assumed to lie on a horizontal plane (i.e. the water’s surface). The scaling364

factor is determined as the average of the real-world distance of the lines connecting the365

GRPs divided by the average pixel distances of these lines in the first frame of the video.366

The process is performed in 3 steps: (1) extraction of the individual frames, (2) automated367

detection of the centres of the four GRPs in each frame, and, (3) application of a perspective368

transformation to the frames to adjust the pixel coordinates of the GRPs to their corrected369

locations (using OpenCV’s getPerspectiveTransform and warpPerspective functions). This370

processing was done using a Python code pyRiverDrone developed in-house.371

For the LSPIV experiments, light-colored wood chips ≈ 1.5 cm in diameter were used372

as seeding. Seeding the entire surface of the confluence simultaneously was not possible at373

this mesoscale confluence. Instead, each tributary was seeded at closely separated times (<374

10 mins between seeding events) at three different lateral positions. Seeding locations were375

chosen near the left and right banks and the center of each channel. Seeding was dispersed376

from a small watercraft attached to fixed lines ≈ 23 m and 47 m upstream of the confluence377

apex in the Massawippi and Coaticook respectively. Drone videos of each of the seeding378

events were carried out for 120 seconds. The drone videos were down sampled from 30379

frames-per-second (FPS) to 5 FPS and orthorectified using the procedure described above.380

Vector processing was done in LaVision’s DaVis particle image velocimetry software version381

8.3.1. A double pass 64 x 64 px, 50 % overlap time-series cross-correlation was performed.382

A median 2 standard deviation vector removal and replacement filter were applied on the383

intermittent and final vector fields. The spatial resolution of the vector fields obtained from384

each video was 32 pixels, or ≈ 0.48 m. The mean vector fields obtained from each video385

were amalgamated into a single vector field representing an estimate of the surficial velocity386

distribution over a ≈ 730 m2 region of the confluence’s flow field (Fig. 3).387

3 October 22nd, 2020 numerical model validation388

The numerical modeling approach was validated after the July 9th, 2020 observations389

with field measurements obtained on October 22nd, 2020. Numerical results for the con-390

ditions present on October 22nd, 2020 were compared to mean large-scale particle image391

velocimetry (LSPIV) measurements and velocity profiles sampled at 7 accessible locations392

using a propeller current profiler (locations marked in Fig. 1c). The hydraulic conditions on393

22nd of October 2020 are presented in Table 1. Figure 3 compares numerical predictions of394
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surficial mean velocity magnitude distributions (Uuv) to those obtained using aerial particle395

image velocimetry. The model accurately predicts (1) the accelerating flow on the Massaw-396

ippi side of the confluence, (2) the position of the mixing interface indicated by where the397

streamlines of the tributaries meet, (3) the accelerating flow over the downstream section398

of the Coaticook confluence, (4) the distribution of isocontours of mean surficial velocity399

magnitude (e.g. the white band for Uuv = 0.55 m/s in Fig. 3) and (5) the general agree-400

ment of the extent of the stagnation zone on the Coaticook side of the apex. The model401

also reproduces the sharp lateral velocity gradient across the mixing interface.402

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

Uuv (m/s)

a bLSPIV WMLES

10 m

Figure 3. Mean surface velocity comparison of LSPIV and WMLES data. a, Surface

distribution of Uuv with streamlines indicating mean flow direction obtained with large-scale particle

image velocimetry on taken on October 22nd, 2020 (magnitude of mean streamwise and lateral

velocity vector components). Contours delimit zone of valid vectors. b, Distribution of Uuv on the

surface predicted by wall-modelled large-eddy simulation (WMLES).

Figure 4 compares predicted vertical profiles of mean velocity magnitude (U) with403

their empirical counterparts measured using a propeller current meter (letters, Fig. 1c).404

The correspondence between measured and predicted profiles in the outer region of the flow405

supports the accuracy of the imposed inlet conditions (Figs. 4a,b,c,d) while the acceptable406

predictions in the wall-region (z/h < 0.15) attests to sufficient accuracy of the wall modeling407

and near-wall meshing approaches.408
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Figure 4. Comparison of numerical and measured velocity profiles over depth. a-

f, Comparison of predicted (WMLES) vertical profiles of U to measured profiles obtained with a

current meter at the 7 sampling locations (see Fig. 1c) on October 22nd, 2020. z is the height

above the bed and h is the depth at the sampling location.
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The water surface on July 9th was 0.07 m higher than on October 22nd. Aside from409

the higher water surface, and different flow rates, all other modeling parameters of the410

October 22nd simulation are identical to July 9th. The correspondence between numerical411

and empirical results for the October 22nd condition combined with the good agreement412

between observed and predicted coherent flow structures for the July 9th conditions (see413

Results), supports the model’s ability to provide insights into the hydrodynamics of the414

Coaticook-Massawippi confluence.415

4 Results416

4.1 Aerial observations of SOVs417

Excellent views of SOVs displaying clear rotational motions were filmed with an aerial418

drone over a 500 s period on the 9th of July 2020 (Video 1). Video 2 presents a 60 s clip of419

Video 1 (clip between 90 s and 150 s) at 1x playback and 8x playback speeds. The dynamic420

response of an exceptionally coherent rotating SOV to a passing episodic pulse is depicted421

in a time series of still images extracted from Video 2 in Fig. 5. Between 0 and 15 s in Video422

2 (Figs. 5a-c), the subsurface turbid water on the Massawippi side of the partition line (line423

of sharpest turbidity gradient on the surface, see white dotted line in Fig. 5d) defining the424

advancing front of the episodic pulse is loosely coherent. Between 15 s and 22.5 s (Figs.425

5c-d), a remarkably coherent primary SOV revolving clockwise around the streamwise axis426

(pointing downstream) takes form. As the front of the pulse advances farther, near-bed427

turbid water between the partition line and the right limit of the primary SOV upwells into428

the growing primary SOV (see Video 2). Simultaneously, a thin layer of clear Massawippi429

water flows above the primary SOV over much of the mixing interface. The thickness of430

this clear, overlying layer decreases with distance from the confluence apex resulting in a431

longitudinal, depth-induced color gradient over the visible portion of the SOV in Fig. 5d-432

f. Downstream of the collision zone (i.e. where the flows collide with maximum lateral433

momentum, Fig. 1b), the mixing interface becomes confined both laterally and vertically434

as flow accelerates over the shallow bathymetry into the postconfluent channel. Finally, the435

coherence of the primary SOV diminishes as the episodic pulse recedes (Fig. 5g-i).436

The spatiotemporal coherence of the SOVs is evident in the space-time matrices pre-437

sented in Fig. 6b. To construct Fig. 6b, 2 frames per second were extracted from Video438

1, then gray-scaled pixel intensities within six rectangular zones straddling the centerline439
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a t = 0.0 s

t = 22.5 s

b t = 7.5 s c t = 15.0 s

e t = 30.0 s f t = 37.5 s

g t = 45.0 s h t = 52.5 s i t = 60.0 s

3.3 m 3.3 m

5 m
Massawippi

Coaticook

right

left

Figure 5. Life-cycle dynamics of the primary SOV. a-i Still images extracted at 7.5 s

intervals from Video 2. t starts at the beginning of Video 2. The loosely coherent subsurface turbid

waters of the Coaticook (a) are observed to rapidly cohere (b, c, d) as the episodic pulse advances

to its farthest location (e) at ≈ 30 s into the cycle. As the pulse recedes, the coherence of the

primary SOV diminishes (g-i). Black arrows (a) indicate the mean direction of incoming surface

flows. Black bars are placed at fixed locations in each subplot to assist visualization of the lateral

migration of the mixing interface with time. Red bars indicate the approximate lateral limit of

the advancing partition line of the episodic pulse (sharp gradient on the surface between turbid

and clear water, identified by a white dot-dashed line in d). Blue bars indicate the approximate

left limit of the primary SOV. During the passage of this typical episodic pulse, the left-most limit

of the primary SOV maintains approximately the same lateral position, despite the partition line

translating left by upwards of 1.9 m.
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streamwise axis of the mixing interface (Fig. 6a) were sampled from each frame. The440

dimensions of each sampling zone were respectively 12 m and 0.37 m in the lateral and441

streamwise directions and spaced longitudinally from one another by 4 m. The extracted442

matrices for each zone were averaged along their longitudinal axis (25 pixels equal to 0.37443

m) to obtain a lateral line of average pixel intensities (perpendicular to the x axis in Fig.444

6a). Chronologically ordering these lines for each x location for the 500 s duration of Video445

1 produces one of the space-time matrices in Fig. 6b.446

In Fig. 6b, deep billows of subsurface turbidity appear under clear Massawippi water447

at x = 0 m. Farther downstream, at x = 8 m, the turbid billows have formed into a primary448

SOV striated with lateral bands of clear water from the Massawippi (see yellow arrows Fig.449

6b). A smaller secondary SOV appears adjacent to the primary SOV over the 500 s period.450

Evidence of a tertiary SOV is also observed farther downstream (e.g. x = 16 m, Fig. 6b).451

In Video 1, the primary, secondary, and tertiary SOVs all appear to have a clockwise sense452

of rotation. By x = 4 m the primary SOV begins to splay on the free-surface, identifiable453

as ’flattened’ tops (red circles, Fig. 6b). The coherence of the primary SOV is strongest454

when the episodic pulses attain their maximum lateral displacement (e.g. between 90 s455

and 150 s, red opaque rectangular zone in Fig. 6b). Splaying becomes more accentuated456

over the shallower bathymetry near x = 8 m. Farther downstream the primary SOV is457

often occluded by the splayed near-surface water (e.g. x >= 12 m). The lateral scale of458

the primary SOV varies between 2 m (0.06B) and 4 m (0.12B), and the secondary SOV459

between 1 (0.03B) and 2 m (0.06B), whilst that of the tertiary SOV is approximately 0.5 m460

(0.015B). The maximum amplitude of the episodic pulses occurs at x = 4 m and is ≈ 4 m461

(0.12B) in width, with a period of ≈ 50 s (0.02 Hz). The non-linearity of the dotted lines462

joining the space-time locations of individual episodic pulses in Fig. 6c indicates streamwise463

acceleration of the flow within the mixing interface as it enters the postconfluent channel.464

4.2 Eddy-resolved modeling465

Near the confluence apex, the consistency with which the turbid billows from the Coat-466

icook River appear underneath the clear surrounding Massawippi River suggests they are467

denser (Video 1, Fig. 5). Thus eddy-resolved numerical modeling accounting for a density468

difference (∆ρ) of 0.5 kg/m3 between the Coaticook and Massawippi was conducted to pro-469

vide insights on the hydrodynamics of the confluence and causal mechanisms of the observed470

SOVs. An equal density simulation (∆ρ0.0) was also performed for comparative purposes.471
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Figure 6. Space-time analysis of streamwise-orientated vortices. a, Locations of the 6

sampling zones used to extract pixel intensities from Video 1 to construct the space-time matrices.

A white dotted line indicates the collision zone. b, Space-time matrices depicting the passage

of surficial turbidity (lighter shades) and subsurface turbid billows (darker shades) through each

sampling line over a 500 s period. At the beginning of the collision zone (i.e. x = 0 m), the billows

streak towards the center of the mixing interface in time, confirming the billows have a clockwise

sense of rotation. Red circles (at section x = 4 m and 8 m) indicate the onset of the primary

SOV splaying under the water’s surface. Yellow arrows indicate examples of darker striations

consisting predominantly of clear Massawippi water. Red opaque rectangle delimits the time range

of Video 2. c, Traces of the partition line delineating the Coaticook (turbid, light grey in Fig.

6b) and Massawippi (clear, dark grey in Fig. 6b) for each of the space-time matrices in b. Peaks

and troughs in the traces correspond to the maximum lateral displacements of the episodic pulses

(numbers 1 to 10).
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The mixing interface of the ∆ρ0.0 case differs considerably from the drone observations472

in Video 1. The numerical space-time matrices in Fig. 7a, b were constructed from a473

similar method to that used to produce the aerial space-time matrices of Fig. 6b, however,474

instead of drone images, plan-view renders of 3D contours of α showing the subsurface475

streamwise vortices predicted in the numerical model were used as input images. The476

numerical space-time matrices were sampled at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Three-dimensional477

shadow cast post-processing provided a realistic depth perspective in the numerical space-478

time matrices similar to that of the aerial drone video.479

Notably, in Fig. 7a the primary, clockwise rotating SOV is not observed in the numer-480

ical space-time matrices. Rather, the mixing interface is inverted, and a strong lateral flow481

component of the Coaticook incurs overtop of the Massawippi (Fig. 7a, 7c, 7e). A coun-482

terclockwise rotating SOV is observed in the cross-sections of 7e. Time-series of the lateral483

velocity component (v) sampled near the bed and near the surface (Fig. 7g) demonstrate484

near-surface flow, moving predominantly towards the left bank (positive) is negatively cor-485

related to near-bed flow moving towards the Coaticook, resulting in the counterclockwise486

SOV rotation. Despite the discrepancies between the ∆ρ = 0.0 kg/m3 and the drone video,487

the frequency (≈ 0.015 Hz), positions, and scales of the episodic pulses (Fig. 7a) are similar488

to observations, suggesting the pulses, unlike SOVs, are not as strongly affected by buoyancy489

effects.490

The ∆ρ0.5 simulation predicts coherent flow structures within the mixing interface much491

better. Comparative animations of iso-contours of α (a proxy for the degree of mixing, see492

Methods) of the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations to drone imagery provide perhaps the most493

compelling support for the importance of density in forming the SOVs (see Video 3). Exam-494

ples of the renders used to produce Video 3 are presented in Fig. 7c and d. Also, animated495

cross-sections at x = 0 m clearly show the different mixing interface dynamics of the ∆ρ0.0496

and ∆ρ0.5 simulations (Video 4). The primary SOV of the ∆ρ0.5 simulation persists in time497

(Fig. 7b), and has a similar scale, position, sense of rotation, and demonstrates accurate498

splaying behavior as it encounters the free surface (Fig. 7b). Approximately seven episodic499

pulses pass during the 400 s period in Fig. 7b, for an estimated frequency of ≈ 0.018 Hz,500

similar to that estimated from drone observations (0.02 Hz). Also, evidence of higher-order501

SOVs appear in the 0.5 kg/m3 simulations (Fig. 7b). The dynamic coupling between the502

primary SOV and the pulses was also predicted. Between t = 360 and 400 s in Supplemen-503

tary Video 4 (Fig. 7f), the diameter and coherence of the primary SOV increase in a similar504
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fashion to the primary SOV discussed in Fig. 6. Time-series of v in Fig. 7h demonstrate505

near-bed flow moves predominantly towards the left (positive) and is negatively correlated506

to near-surface flow moving towards the right, resulting in the correct clockwise rotation of507

the primary SOV.508

5 Discussion509

5.1 Densimetric Froude number510

Buoyancy effects are generally considered important to confluence hydrodynamics when511

they significantly outweigh inertial effects (Horna-Munoz et al., 2020; Rhoads, 2020). The512

metric commonly used to assess the importance of ∆ρ on confluence hydrodynamics is the513

densimetric Froude number FD:514

FD =
U0√
g′D

(10)

g′ =
(ρ1 − ρ2)

ρ1
g (11)

where g′ is reduced gravity (Eq. 11 with g the constant of gravitational acceleration, and ρ1515

and ρ2 respectively the densities of the denser and lighter tributaries), D is a characteristic516

depth and U0 is a characteristic velocity (Rhoads, 2020). In general, values of FD << 1517

indicate ∆ρ is sufficient to cause the lighter river to flow laterally over the denser river,518

resulting in a vertically stratified mixing interface. In contrast, FD >> 1 tends towards519

preserving a vertical mixing interface and, at some greater value of FD, the influence of ∆ρ520

on the mixing interface becomes negligible (Rhoads, 2020).521

Consensus on which length-scale and velocity scale for the calculation of FD is lacking522

and the reason why we have avoided referring to FD up to this point. FD varies considerably523

depending on where D is chosen (e.g., average cross-sectional main channel depth, average524

cross-sectional tributary depth, average depth in the mixing interface) and which value of525

U0 is used (e.g., a discharge-weighted average of the tributaries’ bulk velocities, the bulk526

velocity of the tributary, or the bulk velocity of the main channel). Fischer et al. (1979)527

suggests that where a tributary of lighter flow enters the main channel of denser flow,528

the cross-sectional averages of U and D of the minor tributary are a reasonable choice.529

Adopting this definition for the July 9th, 2020 conditions (assuming the Massawippi is the530
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Figure 7. Comparison of eddy-resolved modeling results. a-b, Numerically derived space-

time matrices for the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations. c, Iso-contours of α = 0.1 (proxy indicating

degree of mixing as a fractional value where 1 = Coaticook, 0 =Massawippi, see Methods) colored by

w (vertical velocity) extracted from the ∆ρ0.0 simulation and d ∆ρ0.5 simulation showing evidence

of the primary and higher order SOVs. e - f, Lateral cross-sections colored by α taken at x = 0

m (see Fig. 6a) from the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations, respectively. Vectors indicate secondary

velocity magnitude and direction (projection of the three-dimensional velocity field (u) onto the

cross-section). g-h, Time-series of v (lateral component) taken 0.15 m below the surface (blue) and

0.15 m above the bed (red) at x = 0 m and y = 0 m from the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations (blue

and red dots in e-f indicate sampling locations). Pearson coefficients indicate negative correlations

between the near-surface and near-bed flow.
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minor tributary, which strictly speaking it is not) and a ∆ρ of 0.5 kg/m3, FD would equal531

1.7, indicating weak buoyancy effects. However, if FD is calculated with the cross-sectional532

average of U and D in the Coaticook, then FD is 5.5 (negligible buoyancy effects). If533

the definition of Horna-Munoz et al. (2020) is used (i.e., U0 calculated as the discharge-534

weighted average bulk velocity of the tributaries and D the mean depth in the center of535

the confluence) FD is 2.5, also indicating weak density effects. However, if U0 and D are536

evaluated in the velocity deficit region near x = 0 m in Fig. 6a on the Massawippi side537

(i.e., U0 ≈ 0.08 m/s based on modeling results and D ≈ 1.6 m) then FD equals ≈ 0.9 – a538

value suggesting important density effects and, in the opinions of the authors, potentially539

a meaningful parameterization of FD for the Coaticook-Massawippi confluence under this540

specific flow condition (but not necessarily other conditions). Therefore, regardless of how541

U0 and D are defined, for the same hydraulic and density conditions, substantially different542

values of FD and consequently, interpretations of buoyancy effects can result.543

The wide range of FD values resulting from the scaling conventions mentioned above544

complicates its use as a general metric for predicting density effects on confluence hydro-545

dynamics. However, what is certain, is that even a very small value of ∆ρ = 0.5 kg/m3
546

(or only 0.05% the density of water at 25.5 ◦C) was sufficient to invert the rotation of the547

primary SOV and bring it from near the surface to near the bed to correctly match the548

observed rotation and vertical position of the SOVs in the aerial video. These are not-so-549

subtle effects resulting from a small value of ∆ρ, the magnitude of which commonly occurs550

in nature. Thus, further research on how best to parameterize FD is needed before it can551

be applied as an unambiguous predictor of density effects on a confluence’s hydrodynamics.552

5.2 Causal mechanism of SOVs553

The SOVs observed on July 9th, 2020 are distinct from previous mentions of coherent554

streamwise vorticity at river confluences. Our modeling shows the SOVs do not form as555

back-to-back cells adjacent to the mixing interface, as would be expected from the down-556

welling of superelevated flow mechanism discussed by others (Mosley, 1976; Paola, 1997;557

Constantinescu et al., 2011; Sukhodolov & Sukhodolova, 2019). Also, since the SOVs de-558

velop upstream from the avalanche face, they cannot be attributed to flow separation over559

this bathymetric feature (Best, 1988; Best & Roy, 1991). Also, because the SOVs were560

observed at a meander-bend confluence, the potential role of planform-induced secondary561

circulation on the SOVs merits consideration. In the numerical models, the strong curvature562
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of the Coaticook causes a helical flow pattern on the Coaticook side (see streamlines of the563

mean flow field in Fig. 8) and considerable streamwise orientated vorticity within the outer564

bank region upstream of the confluence’s apex (see isocontours of Q-criterion in Video 5).565

However, both the helical flow and outer bank vorticity are considered to play little to no566

role in the formation of the observed SOVs. Identical helical flow patterns (see Fig. 8) and567

outer bank flow structure were predicted in both the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations (see Video568

5), yet only the ∆ρ0.5 simulation correctly reproduced the sense of rotation of the observed569

SOVs. Finally, their strong coherence within the mixing interface observed in the aerial570

video, and well-defined lateral left-hand limit, indicate the SOVs are spatially independent571

of curvature-induced helical motions mentioned in previous studies (Rhoads & Kenworthy,572

1995; Sukhodolov & Rhoads, 2001; Riley et al., 2015; Rhoads & Johnson, 2018; Sukhodolov573

& Sukhodolova, 2019).574

Here we attempt to explain the causal mechanism of the observed SOVs. First, where575

the rivers meet at the apex, the density difference between the Coaticook and Massawippi576

causes a hydrostatic pressure gradient across the mixing interface. The gradient accelerates577

a front of dense Coaticook laterally along the bed underneath the partition line towards the578

Massawippi side of the confluence (similar to that expected of a 2D finite volume gravity579

current or lock-exchange (Rottman & Simpson, 1983; Cantero et al., 2007)). As the dense580

Coaticook falls and extends laterally, an equivalent volume of light Massawippi is pulled581

laterally in the opposite direction to replace the fallen volume of Coaticook (also similar582

to that expected in a 2D fixed-volume lock-exchange). This initiates a cross-flow over the583

vertical axis of the mixing interface. Without continuous flow arriving from upstream in584

each channel, this cross-flow would extend to the banks of the confluence. However, its585

lateral propagation is inhibited by the converging lateral flow components of each tributary586

as they converge and advect downstream. The lateral positions at which the propagation of587

the leading fronts of the cross-flow stop occurs where their lateral momentum is balanced588

by those of the tributaries they are pushing into. Where this occurs near the bed, the light589

Massawippi moves overtop the dense front of the Coaticook, deflecting it and causing it to590

curl back above itself. The near-surface movement of the lighter Massawippi explains the591

persistent layer of clear water between the SOV and the free surface in the drone observations592

of Fig. 5 (also conceptually illustrated in Fig. 9). Where the lateral momentum of the light593

near-surface front equals that of the opposing Coaticook, its momentum is then redirected594

downwards (on the surface, this location can be identified by the partition line in Fig. 5d).595
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a

b

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

depth (m)

Figure 8. Streamlines of mean numerical flow fields. Streamlines of the mean flow field

(U) showing the fate of near-bed (darker blue) and near-surface flow (lighter shades of blue) in

the a) ∆ρ0.0 and b) ∆ρ0.5 simulations. Small differences in streamlines are caused by random

streamline seeding locations upstream in both tributaries. The bathymetry is colored by depth. A

vertical exaggeration factor of 3 is applied to emphasize the 3D aspects of the flow. No important

deviations are observed between the streamlines of the two conditions in the upstream portion of

the Coaticook. The only notable difference is the streamlines indicating clockwise rotation on the

left-hand side of the mixing interface downstream of the apex. In the blue rectangle of (b) (∆ρ0.5)

streamlines entering from the Massawippi descend from near the surface to the bed and then back

towards the surface in a spiraling motion. In contrast, the streamlines of (a) remain relatively

parallel to the bed as they travel through this zone.
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Finally, the net effect of the redirected momentum of the dense and light front results in the596

formation of the stunningly coherent streamwise orientated vortices observed in Videos 1597

and 2. Because this process is initiated by ∆ρ - a mean property of the confluence’s flow field598

- the SOVs, despite their obvious turbulent character in the drone videos, are nevertheless599

thought to inherently be coherent structures of the mean flow field.600

Preliminary simulations considering ∆ρ > 0.5 kg/m3 demonstrated that additional ∆ρ601

causes the front to extend farther towards the left bank. In these preliminary simulations,602

the shear developed at the tilted interface of the ensuing stratified layers generates one or603

more larger width SOVs. However, a unique value of ∆ρ exists (≈ ∆ρ = 0.5 kg/m3 in this604

study), at which inertial and buoyant forces balance in such a way as to cause a highly605

coherent, near-circular primary SOV to develop. This value of ∆ρ and the diameter of606

the SOV it produces are expected to be functions most of the velocity and depth of the607

converging tributaries in the immediate region of the mixing interface.608

In essence, the observed SOVs are a class of gravity current whose lateral propagation609

is continuously inhibited by the opposing momentum of the incoming tributaries as the610

current is advected downstream. The gravity current, therefore, is ’confined’ within the611

SOV. Consequently, in contrast to channel-scale density effects (Horna-Munoz et al., 2020),612

the analogy of the mixing interface of a confluence of two rivers of unequal density to a613

fixed-volume, 2D lock-exchange flow fails to fully capture the important 3D hydrodynamic614

processes responsible for the development of the observed/modeled cells. Further work615

towards a scale-independent understanding of this type of confined 3D gravity current with616

attempts to account for the influence of other sources of streamwise vorticity (e.g. curvature617

induced superelevation and avalanche face flow separation) is required. Tentatively, the618

term density SOV is proposed to conveniently refer to the SOVs in the aerial video as it619

emphasizes the important role of density gradients in their formation.620

6 Conclusion621

This study provides tenable empirical evidence of streamwise orientated vortices dynam-622

ically coupled to episodic pulses in the mixing interface of a natural mesoscale confluence.623

Numerical modeling suggests the observed SOVs formed due to a small difference in den-624

sity between the Coaticook and Massawippi on July 9th 2020 (with the Coaticook being ≈625

0.5 kg/m3 denser than the Massawippi). The aerial observations also provide compelling626
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Coaticook inlet
(denser tributary)

Massawippi inlet
(lighter tributary)

Outlet

Primary and higher order
SOVs

SOV splaying
under surface

Downwelling dense Coaticook

Downwelling light Massawippi

Downstream acceleration

Inner corner recirculation zone

- Vertical KH instabilities

Figure 9. Conceptual model. Conceptual depiction of coherent flow structure interactions

within the mixing interface of the Coaticook-Massawippi meander-bend confluence for the flow

conditions of July 9th, 2020 (Coaticook denser by ≈ 0.5 kg/m3).

evidence the density SOVs are spatially distinct from planform-induced helical flow present627

within the confluence and that the SOVs were not effective in driving lateral mixing within628

the postconfluent reach. The density SOVs are a confined gravity current which results629

as the lateral momentum components of the near-bed dense front and near-surface light630

front being confined by the opposing momentum of the converging tributaries. Our studies’631

findings were possible by combining aerial observations of turbidity gradients with eddy-632

resolved numerical modeling and thus demonstrate a promising approach for confluence633

hydrodynamic research.634

Our study also raises several research questions for future field, numerical and exper-635

imental work. First, how can the proposed density-driven causal mechanism be reconciled636

with the downwelling of superelevated flow mechanism and planform curvature-induced sec-637

ondary currents largely attributed to the formation of SOVs and helical secondary flow cells638

in previous studies (Mosley, 1976; Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1995; Paola, 1997; Sukhodolov639

& Rhoads, 2001; Riley et al., 2015; Rhoads & Johnson, 2018; Sukhodolov & Sukhodolova,640

2019)? Second, does an appropriate scaling convention for the densimetric Froude number641

exist permitting an unambiguous metric for assessing density effects on a confluence’s hy-642

drodynamics? Third, can an analytically or empirically theory be derived to explain the643

formation of the observed density SOVs? If so, can these explanations also incorporate644
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effects of superelevation, planform-induced secondary flow, and avalanche face separation645

(bathymetric feedback effects)? Given the important impact of ∆ρ on the character of the646

mixing interface and considering that such small density differences are likely the rule rather647

than the exception at natural confluences, answers to these questions will be necessary in the648

pursuit of a unified conceptual model of confluence hydrodynamics, mixing and sediment649

transport processes.650
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8 Figure Captions664

8.1 Figure 1665

Massawippi-Coaticook meander-bend confluence. a, High-elevation planform666

geometry of the confluence located in the province of Quebec, Canada (45°18’50”N 71°53’55”W).667

At high discharge, the Coaticook, which flows through an agricultural watershed is generally668

turbid. The Massawippi, flowing through a forested watershed is often clear. b, Planform669

characteristics and hydrodynamic zones on a high elevation view of the confluence taken at670

15:41:00 UTC on July 9th, 2020. c, Bathymetry of the confluence colored by depth below671

the free surface (146.07 m above sea level) during the numerical model validation field cam-672

paign of October 22nd, 2020. Water surface elevation was 0.07 m higher on July 9th (146.14673
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m above sea level) than on October 22nd, 2020. Contoured region delimits extents of the674

numerical modeling domain. Black contoured circles indicate locations of the four ground675

reference points for large-scale particle image velocimetry measurements of October 22nd,676

2020. Locations of propeller current meter profiles are indicated with blue dots (a-g).677

8.2 Figure 2678

High elevation view of confluence planform. Aerial view of the Coaticook-679

Massawippi confluence on November 15th, 2020 under clear-water conditions taken approx-680

imately 200 m above the confluence. Image included to emphasis the meander-like bend the681

Coaticook makes as it joins the post-confluent channel. Dune formations visible upstream682

of the apex in the Coaticook.683

8.3 Figure 3684

Mean surface velocity comparison of LSPIV and WMLES data. a, Surface685

distribution of Uuv with streamlines indicating mean flow direction obtained with large-scale686

particle image velocimetry on taken on October 22nd, 2020 (magnitude of mean streamwise687

and lateral velocity vector components). Contours delimit zone of valid vectors. b, Distri-688

bution of Uuv on the surface predicted by wall-modelled large-eddy simulation (WMLES).689

8.4 Figure 4690

Comparison of numerical and measured velocity profiles over depth. a-f,691

Comparison of predicted (WMLES) vertical profiles of U to measured profiles obtained692

with a current meter at the 7 sampling locations (see Fig. 1c) on October 22nd, 2020. z is693

the height above the bed and h is the depth at the sampling location.694

8.5 Figure 5695

Life-cycle dynamics of the primary SOV. a-i Still images extracted at 7.5 s in-696

tervals from Video 2. t starts at the beginning of Video 2. The loosely coherent subsurface697

turbid waters of the Coaticook (a) are observed to rapidly cohere (b, c, d) as the episodic698

pulse advances to its farthest location (e) at ≈ 30 s into the cycle. As the pulse recedes, the699

coherence of the primary SOV diminishes (g-i). Black arrows (a) indicate mean direction700

of incoming surface flows. Black bars placed at fixed locations in each subplot to assist701
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visualisation of the lateral migration of the mixing interface with time. Red bars indicate702

approximate lateral limit of the advancing partition line of the episodic pulse (sharp gradi-703

ent on surface between turbid and clear water, identified by a white dot-dashed line in d).704

Blue bars indicate approximate left limit of the primary SOV. During the passage of this705

typical episodic pulse, the left-most limit of the primary SOV maintains approximately the706

same lateral position, despite the partition line translating left by upwards of 1.9 m.707

8.6 Figure 6708

Space-time analysis of streamwise-orientated vortices. a, Locations of the 6709

sampling zones used to extract pixel intensities from Video 1 to construct the space-time710

matrices. White dotted line indicates the collision zone. b, Space-time matrices depict-711

ing the passage of surficial turbidity (lighter shades) and subsurface turbid billows (darker712

shades) through each sampling line over a 500 s period. At the beginning of the collision713

zone (i.e. x = 0 m), the billows streak towards the centre of the mixing interface in time,714

confirming the billows have a clockwise sense of rotation. Red circles (at section x = 4 m715

and 8 m) indicate the onset of the primary SOV splaying under the water’s surface. Yellow716

arrows indicate examples of darker striations consisting predominantly of clear Massawippi717

water. Red opaque rectangle delimits the time range of Video 2. c, Traces of the partition718

line delineating the Coaticook (turbid, light grey in Fig. 6b) and Massawippi (clear, dark719

grey in Fig. 6b) for each of the space-time matrices in b. Peaks and troughs in the traces720

correspond to the maximum lateral displacements of the episodic pulses (numbers 1 to 10).721

8.7 Figure 7722

Comparison of eddy-resolved modeling results. a-b, Numerically derived space-723

time matrices for the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations. c, Iso-contours of α = 0.1 (proxy724

indicating degree of mixing as a fractional value where 1 = Coaticook, 0 = Massawippi, see725

Methods) colored by w (vertical velocity) extracted from the ∆ρ0.0 simulation and d ∆ρ0.5726

simulation showing evidence of the primary and higher order SOVs. e - f, Lateral cross-727

sections colored by α taken at x = 0 m (see Fig. 6a) from the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations,728

respectively. Vectors indicate secondary velocity magnitude and direction (projection of the729

three-dimensional velocity field (u) onto the cross-section). g-h, Time-series of v (lateral730

component) taken 0.15 m below the surface (blue) and 0.15 m above the bed (red) at x =731

0 m and y = 0 m from the ∆ρ0.0 and ∆ρ0.5 simulations (blue and red dots in e-f indicate732
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sampling locations). Pearson coefficients indicate negative correlations between the near-733

surface and near-bed flow.734

8.8 Figure 8735

Streamlines of mean numerical flow fields. Streamlines of the mean flow field (U)736

showing the fate of near-bed (darker blue) and near-surface flow (lighter shades of blue) in737

the a) ∆ρ0.0 and b) ∆ρ0.5 simulations. Small differences in streamlines are caused by random738

streamline seeding locations upstream in both tributaries. The bathymetry is colored by739

depth. A vertical exaggeration factor of 3 is applied to emphasis 3D aspects of the flow.740

No important deviations are observed between the streamlines of the two conditions in the741

upstream portion of the Coaticook. The only notable difference is the streamlines indicating742

clockwise rotation on the left hand-side of the mixing interface downstream of the apex. In743

the blue rectangle of (b) (∆ρ0.5) streamlines entering from the Massawippi descend from744

near the surface to the bed and then back towards the surface in a spiralling motion. In745

contrast, the streamlines of (a) remain relatively parallel to the bed as they travel through746

this zone.747

8.9 Figure 9748

Conceptual model. Conceptual depiction of coherent flow structure interactions749

within the mixing interface of the Coaticook-Massawippi meander-bend confluence for the750

flow conditions of July 9th, 2020 (Coaticook denser by ≈ 0.5 kg/m3).751

9 Supplementary Information752

9.1 Aerial flow field overview753

It is valuable to describe the important features of the confluence’s flow field based on754

qualitative observation of drone video. First, a sharp turbidity contrast develops on the755

surface where the two rivers meet (Video 6). This partition line delineates the Coaticook756

from the Massawippi side of the confluence. At the discharge ratio (Qr) of 4.66 on July757

9th, 2020, the high discharge, turbid Coaticook confines the relatively clear Massawippi to a758

narrow region near the left downstream corner of the confluence, the width of which varies759

between 8 and 12 m with the passage of the episodic pulses. Flow in the confined region760

is shallow, with depths ranging between 0.4 and 1 m. Downstream of the confluence apex,761
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the mixing interface continues approximately along the path of curvature established by the762

outer bank of the preconfluent Coaticook for ≈ 10 m (0.30B). Farther downstream, the763

curvature is thwarted by the confined Massawippi, causing the mixing interface to deflect764

and continue along a nearly straight trajectory for ≈ 45 m (1.33B) (between 40 and 60 ◦
765

Fig. 1c) before again curving to align with the downstream postconfluent channel (after 60766

◦ Fig. 1c). The mixing interface first ’bends’ over the deepest portion of the Massawippi767

where depths vary between 1.3 and 1.7 m (Fig. 1c) caused by thalweg scour during more768

common flow conditions such as those of October 22nd, where Qr ≈ 1 (since drainage areas769

of both incoming rivers are similar). The coherence and dynamics of the streamwise vortices770

are most apparent in the mixing interface between 30 and 50 ◦ (Fig. 1b). The position of771

the mixing interface along this stretch varies between 7 and 10 m (0.21 to 0.30B) to the left772

(west) of the scour hole on the Coaticook side.773

On the Coaticook side in Video 6, a distinct line of glare reflects off of surface distur-774

bances near the upstream portion of the inside corner of the Coaticook (Fig. 1b). The shape775

and position of the disturbances are consistent with that of an inner bank recirculatory cell776

common to meander bends of strong curvature (Ferguson et al., 2003). Converging trajec-777

tories of surface glare and foam advecting into the confluence in the middle of the Coaticook778

in Video 6 suggests the presence of a central secondary flow cell typical of meander bends779

(Booij, 2003; Blanckaert & de Vriend, 2004). The converging trajectories continue to within780

≈ 3 m of the outside bank of the Coaticook where surface foam from the central flow region781

is observed to collect into a line. Surface flow patterns suggest a distinct outer-bank cell is782

present between the red dotted line Fig. 1c and the outer bank of the Coaticook (Booij,783

2003; Blanckaert & de Vriend, 2004).784

Sufficient surface particles are visible on the Massawippi side of the confluence in Video785

1 to qualitatively discuss surface flow patterns. Notably, near the apex of the confluence, a786

region of backflow extends upstream along a short section of the outer bank of the Coaticook.787

This region combined with a volume of nearly stalled flow adjacent to the apex on the788

Massawippi side forms a small stagnation zone that extends ≈ 5 m (0.15B) laterally from789

the apex into the Massawippi (Fig. 1b). Farther downstream, slow movements of floating790

particles converging towards the mixing interface can be observed in Video 1 for ≈ 8-12 m791

(0.24 to 0.36B) from the terminal point of the stagnation zone on the Massawippi side. The792

lateral momentum of the colliding tributaries is strongest over this ’collision’ zone (Fig. 1c).793

Over the narrow and shallow confined region of clear flow near the left bank, surface particles794
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follow the flow curvature near the left downstream corner as it aligns with the postconfluent795

flow. Flow within the confined region rapidly accelerates as it becomes increasingly confined796

passing over the shallow bathymetry (Video 1). Mixing as observed by the lateral transfer797

of turbidity is seen to be limited until past 70 ◦ in Fig. 1b.798

10 Video captions799

10.1 Video 1800

Long duration aerial drone video taken of the Coaticook-Massawippi confluence’s mix-801

ing interface on July 9th, 2020 at 14:41:00 (UTC). The formation of the turbid streamwise802

orientated vortices (SOVs) is visible through the relatively clear waters of the Massawippi.803

The SOVs are observed to dynamically interact with the passing of the lateral episodic804

pulses.805

10.2 Video 2806

A minute-long extract taken from Video 1 playing at 1x on the left and at 8x on the807

right (which then repeats 8 times). The rotation of the primary streamwise vortex, made808

visible by the contrast in turbidity between the two channels, rotates clockwise around a809

streamwise axis pointing downstream on the clear Massawippi side of the partition line. The810

coherence of the vortex increases as the episodic pulse from the Coaticook sweeps the SOV811

towards the left bank of the confluence. A smaller diameter secondary SOV is also observed812

to form, also with a clockwise sense of rotation to the left of the primary SOV. Near the813

apex, the dense turbid billows of the Coaticook move laterally left within the lower portion814

of the water column.815

10.3 Video 3816

Comparison of (a) Video 1 to iso-contours of α set at 0.1 and colored by the vertical817

velocity component for both the (b) ∆ρ0.0 simulation and the (c) ∆ρ0.5 simulation. Playback818

speed of 8x. Though coherent vortices (generally with a counter-clockwise sense of rotation)819

are predicted in the ∆ρ0.0 simulation (see Fig. 4e), they are largely obscured by a near-820

surface layer containing a significant proportion of water from the Coaticook. Nevertheless,821

episodic pulses are still present along the mixing interface in the ∆ρ0.0 results. In contrast,822

the ∆ρ0.5 simulation accurately predicts the clockwise sense of rotation of the primary SOV,823
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the episodic pulses and shows evidence of secondary and tertiary vortices to its left. Overall824

the ∆ρ = 0.5 kg/m3 predictions match the aerial observations well.825

10.4 Video 4 caption826

Cross-sections of α taken at x = 0 m (see Fig. 3a) showing the subsurface turbulent flow827

structure for the (a) ∆ρ0.0 simulation and the (b) ∆ρ0.5. Vectors indicate secondary flow di-828

rections resulting from projecting the three-component velocity field onto the cross-section.829

Red indicates water from the Coaticook, while blue indicates water from the Massawippi.830

The cross-section is looking downstream. Playback speed of video equal to 8x. Stream-831

wise vorticity in the ∆ρ0.0 generally occurs counterclockwise around the streamwise axis832

facing downstream. In contrast, evidence of clockwise rotating primary and higher-order833

streamwise vortices can be observed in the ∆ρ0.5 results.834

10.5 Video 5 caption835

Comparison of iso-contours of Q-criterion within the confluence for the ∆ρ0.0 (top) and836

∆ρ0.0 (bottom) colored by vertical velocity component. Playback speed at 8x. Passing iso-837

contours of Q-criterion identify coherent turbulent structures within the flow. The turbulent838

flow structure in the preconfluent branch of the Coaticook is identical in both simulations.839

Within the mixing interface, however, the ∆ρ0.0 simulation predicts streamwise coherent840

structures to have a predominantly counterclockwise sense of rotation, whereas in the ∆ρ0.5841

the isocontours rotate in the clockwise direction consistent with drone observations.842

10.6 Video 6 caption843

High elevation aerial drone video of the Massawippi-Coaticook confluence taken at844

15:41 UTC on July 9th, 2020 (approximately 100 m above confluence). Coherent stream-845

wise vortices are observed to rotate clockwise within the mixing interface. The advection846

of episodic pulses and smaller-scale vertically orientated Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices are also847

noted along the mixing interface. Glare reflecting off surface disturbances near the inside848

corner of the Coaticook (turbid channel) indicates the presence of an inside-side bank sepa-849

ration cell common to meander bends. A line of surface foam collects near the outside bank850

of the Coaticook, suggesting the presence of an outer bank cell. Lateral mixing of the turbid851
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water of the Coaticook is limited along the confluence until the flow reaches the farthest852

downstream section where an abrupt turn aligns the flow with the postconfluent channel.853

10.7 Numerical modeling details854

Table 2. Discretization schemes

Dictionary name Subdictionary Entry

ddtSchemes

default backward

gradSchemes

default Gauss linear

divSchemes

div(rhophi, U) Gauss vanLeer

div(phi, alpha) Gauss limitedLinear01 1

div(phi,nuTilda) Gauss upwind

div((muEff*dev(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear

div((rho*nuEff)*dev2(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear

laplacianSchemes

default Gauss linear corrected

interpolationSchemes

default linear
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